Certificate
51-R-0006
21-R-0018
21-R-0060
33-T-0011
92-R-0001

92-R-0001
92-R-0001

92-R-0001
92-R-0001

Customer

Legal Name
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
REGENERON PHARMACEUTICALS INC
NEW YORK MEDICAL COLLEGE
UNITED AIRLINES INC
OREGON HEALTH & SCIENCE UNIVERSITY

Address
265 GARLAND HALL
777 OLD SAW MILL RIVER ROAD
DEPT OF COMPARATIVE MEDICINE
233 S WACKER DRIVE
3181 S W SAM JACKSON PARK RD., #L335

City
BALTIMORE
TARRYTOWN
VALHALLA
CHICAGO
PORTLAND

State
MD
NY
NY
IL
OR

1046 OREGON HEALTH & SCIENCE UNIVERSITY
1046 OREGON HEALTH & SCIENCE UNIVERSITY

3181 S W SAM JACKSON PARK RD., #L335
3181 S W SAM JACKSON PARK RD., #L335

PORTLAND
PORTLAND

OR
OR

81
292
311
647
1046

1046 OREGON HEALTH & SCIENCE UNIVERSITY
1046 OREGON HEALTH & SCIENCE UNIVERSITY

92-R-0001
72-R-0013
74-R-0075
16-C-0008
23-C-0098

1046
1391
1452
1942
2449

OREGON HEALTH & SCIENCE UNIVERSITY
NICHOLLS STATE UNIVERSITY
University of Texas - Arlington
TOWN OF WEST HARTFORD
LAKE TOBIAS WILDLIFE PARK

23-C-0098

2449 LAKE TOBIAS WILDLIFE PARK

17-02320-F_000001

3181 S W SAM JACKSON PARK RD., #L335
3181 S W SAM JACKSON PARK RD., #L335

PORTLAND
PORTLAND

OR
OR

Zip

21218
10591
10595
60606
97239

97239
97239

97239
97239

InspectionDate
14-Feb-17
14-Feb-17
14-Feb-17
14-Feb-17
14-Feb-17

InspectionType
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION

SectionCode
2.32

14-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION
14-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION

2.32 2.32(a)()()()
3.75 3.75(a)()()()

14-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION
14-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION

3181 S W SAM JACKSON PARK RD., #L335
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY
OFFICE OF RESEARCH
119 FLAGG ROAD
760 TOBIAS ROAD

PORTLAND
THIBODAUX
ARLINGTON
WEST HARTFORD
HALIFAX

OR
LA
TX
CT
PA

97239
70310
76019
6117
17032

14-Feb-17
14-Feb-17
14-Feb-17
14-Feb-17
14-Feb-17

ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION

760 TOBIAS ROAD

HALIFAX

PA

17032

14-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION

NCI Violation
2.32(a)()()()

3.75 3.75(a)()()()
2.31 2.31(c)(7)()()

-

RESEARCH FACILITY
RESEARCH FACILITY

NCI Narrative
* Two animals were found unresponsive on first check one
morning. One animal responded to treatment, the second did not
and was euthanized. Review found that previously drawn-up
evening insulin doses for these animals were dropped and
contaminated, and so were replaced by the administering tech. TB
syringes were accidentally used instead of insulin syringes, so the
dose was wrong resulting in the complication.
This was corrected prior to the time of inspection by retraining the
employee.
-

RESEARCH FACILITY
RESEARCH FACILITY

A baboon was found to have a fractured hand. It was treated and
healed without complication. Upon review of the injury and the
facility, it was determined that the animal had likely been injured
by the heavy guillotine door. Housing facilities must be safe and
secure to minimize the chance of injury. Correction was made prior
to the time of inspection by modifying the doors to positively lock
in the open or closed position.
Y
Y

Customer Type
RESEARCH FACILITY
RESEARCH FACILITY
RESEARCH FACILITY
CARRIER
RESEARCH FACILITY

2.31 2.31(c)(7)()()
3.75 3.75(c)(3)()()

RESEARCH FACILITY
RESEARCH FACILITY
RESEARCH FACILITY
EXHIBITOR
EXHIBITOR

3.75 3.75(c)(3)()()

EXHIBITOR

* A researcher self-reported to the IACUC that an off-study drug
was administered to five animals. There were no ill effects to the
animals. The drug's use had been included on the previously
approved study, but not on the renewal. Research activities must
exactly follow approved protocols for the welfare of the animals
and the integrity of the science. This was corrected prior to the
time of inspection by approving an amendment to the protocol.
* Two monkeys with head caps were reported by veterinary care
staff to have them cleaned monthly. The margins are clean and
without evidence of discharge or discoloration. The IACUCapproved protocol states that head caps are to be cleaned weekly.
There is no part of the protocol addressing care when there is no
activity using the posts or chambers, as is the current situation.
Care of research-related implants may be different for active
versus inactive status, but the difference must be addressed in the
approved protocol. Correction: the IACUC is set to meet the week
following the inspection, where correction will be addressed.
Section 3.75 (c)(3) Cleaning: The enclosure housing five squirrel
monkeys has an excessive accumulation of excreta and food waste
adhered to the wood surfaces of the indoor portion of their
enclosure. The soiled surfaces may promote the growth of bacteria
and cause illness in the monkeys. Hard surfaces with which
nonhuman primates come in contact must be spot-cleaned daily
and sanitized in accordance with Section 3.84 of this subpart.
Squirrel monkeys scent mark, the enclosure surfaces must be
sanitized or replaced at regular intervals as determined by the
attending veterinarian in accordance with generally accepted
professional and husbandry practices. Correct by February 21,
2017.
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Y
Y
Y
Y
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Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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PostFlag

On January 26, 2016 a young female macaque was found dead in
the outdoor portion of her enclosure. This animal had its head
entrapped in a ball which was used for enrichment in the animal's
enclosure. The ball was described by the facility as having a hole
chewed into it sufficient to allow the entire head of the animal to
become entrapped with only the mandible of the jaw exposed.
This animal died at some time between the PM and AM animal
checks. The necropsy of the animal was not conclusive and the
facility determined that the likely cause of death was prolonged
exposure to the cold in combination with the stress of not being
able to remove her head from the ball.
At the time of the inspection today the inspectors noted a few
badly worn enrichment items. A couple of these items had holes
in them. One enrichment item in particular known as a "pill" had a
hole in it large enough for a juvenile macaque to stick its head into.
This enrichment item has worn to the point that it is potentially
hazardous to animals in the enclosure in which it is being used.
Furniture type fixtures or objects must be sturdily constructed and
strong enough to provide for the safe activity and welfare of the
animals in the enclosure. When excessively worn these items must
be removed from the enclosure in order to minimize the risk of
head or other limb entrapment.
51-A-0030
23-R-0013
33-T-0011

81 THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY
297 DUQUESNE UNIVERSITY OF THE HOLY GHOST
647 UNITED AIRLINES INC

265 GARLAND HALL
B102 BAYER LEARNING CENTER
233 S WACKER DRIVE

BALTIMORE
PITTSBURGH
CHICAGO

MD
PA
IL

21218
15282
60606

15-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION
15-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION
15-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION

-

3.75 3.75(c)(1)()()
-

BREEDER
RESEARCH FACILITY
CARRIER

32-R-0011

780 BALL STATE UNIVERSITY

OFFICE OF RESEARCH INTEGRITY

MUNCIE

IN

47306

15-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION

2.31 2.31(c)(3)()()

RESEARCH FACILITY

32-R-0011

780 BALL STATE UNIVERSITY

OFFICE OF RESEARCH INTEGRITY

MUNCIE

IN

47306

15-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION

2.31 2.31(e)(3)()()

RESEARCH FACILITY

17-02320-F_000007

Corrected at the time of the inspection.
Y
Y
Y
The last three Institutional Official (IO) reports, dated January 2017,
September 2016, and April 2016, are incomplete. Program and
facility deficiencies were identified and included on the reports, but
the deficiencies were not designated as significant or minor. It is
important significant deficiencies are recognized, discussed, and
addressed in a timely manner to maintain optimal animal welfare.
The reports must distinguish significant deficiencies from minor
deficiencies.
Correct by: From This Day Forward. The template for recording
deficiencies on the IO reports was corrected at the time of
inspection to include a S/M designation space
Y
The protocol for the use of bats in teaching and outreach lacks
detail. Language describing exactly how the animals are used is
missing. Teaching and outreach are broad terms which include a
wide variety of potential uses. The processes and procedures the
bats undergo must be described so accurate welfare assessments
can be made. A proposal to conduct an activity involving animals,
or to make a significant change in an ongoing activity involving
animals, must contain a complete description of the proposed use
of the animals.
Correct by: April 1, 2017
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***With the recent rains the majority of the camel enclosure is
very muddy and has several large areas of standing water. I
observed the camels feet sinking deep into the mud while walking.
It is not currently possible for the camels to access their water and
feed without walking through the mud and water. The slippery
mud and standing water present safety and health hazards that
may allow the camels to become injured or develop foot diseases
and lameness. A suitable method shall be provided to rapidly
eliminate excess water to prevent the camels from being subjected
to these conditions and protect their health and well-being.
Correct by March 1, 2017.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

30683
30683
30683

15-Feb-17 --RESCINDED-15-Feb-17 --RESCINDED-15-Feb-17 --RESCINDED--

3.127 3.127(c)()()()
2.126 2.126(a)(2)()()
3.125 3.125(a)()()()

EXHIBITOR
EXHIBITOR
EXHIBITOR

-

N
N
N

***The shade roof provided for the camels has been knocked
down and is leaning on the fence. The broken structure and pieces
of wood are a safety hazard which may allow the camels to
become injured. The structure and broken wood shall be removed
or repaired to protect the camels from injury.
***The shelter structure in the camel enclosure is in disrepair. The
wall of the shelter is/was covered on the bottom half by a panel of
wood approximately 4 feet high. The camels have chewed on it,
kicked it, and broken it leaving wood pieces and a panel on the
ground around the shelter. The corners of the tin roof have been
bent and ripped leaving sharp edges at a level accessible to the
camels which may allow the camels to become injured. The shelter
shall be repaired, all sharp edges and broken wood removed from
the enclosure to protect the camels from injury.
***In the camel enclosure the top cross bar on one section of the
back fence was damaged by a fallen tree. The bar is bent in and
detached from the fence post. It no longer secures the top of the
chain-link fence weakening the fences structural strength. The
fence shall be repaired to protect the camels and contain them
securely within their enclosure.
30683
30683

15-Feb-17 --RESCINDED-15-Feb-17 --RESCINDED--

3.125 3.125(a)()()()
3.127 3.127(d)()()()

EXHIBITOR
EXHIBITOR

Correct by March 1, 2017.
-

N
N

***The camel shelter has three sides open with a half wall on the
fourth side. This is insufficient protection from the wind and cold.
Exposure to inclement weather for an extended period of time may
cause discomfort and increase the risk of illness. The shelter shall
be constructed to afford adequate protection from inclement
weather and provide comfort for the camels.
Correct by March 1, 2017.
30683

17-02320-F_000010

15-Feb-17 --RESCINDED--

3.127 3.127(d)()()()

EXHIBITOR

N
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PostFlag

unlicensed regulated activity was confirmed/identified by
operating a petting farm. After discussing the need of an USDA
license, and compliance with the Animal Welfare Act (AWA), the
facility's Office Manager stated a complete application for an USDA
license would be mailed within days; application package and
licensing information were provided at the time.
On February 15, 2017, the facility was re-visited by this inspector
and unlicensed activity was still been conducted by operating a
petting farm. During an escorted tour of the animal areas, 17
pygmy/Nigerian dwarf goats and three (3) rabbits were
observed/counted.
Any person operating or intending to operate as a dealer, and/or
exhibitor, except persons who are exempted from the licensing
requirements under paragraph (a)(3) of this section, must have a
valid USDA license as required by the AWA. The owner/manager of
the facility must apply for a license by submitting the required
information/documentation to the USDA-APHIS-AC Regional
Director in Raleigh, North Carolina. In the license application form,
the establishment must provide the information requested,
including a valid mailing address through which the
owner/manager could be reached at all times, and a valid premises
address where animals, animal facilities, equipment, and records
may be inspected for compliance. A packet containing license
application materials and information was provided during the
inspector's first visit on December 19, 2016.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

15-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION

2.1 2.1(a)(1)()()

APPLICANT

U
unlicensed regulated activity was confirmed/identified by
operating a petting farm. After discussing the need of an USDA
license, and compliance with the Animal Welfare Act (AWA), the
facility's Office Manager stated a complete application for an USDA
license would be mailed within days; application package and
licensing information were provided at the time.
On February 15, 2017, the facility was re-visited by this inspector
and unlicensed activity was still been conducted by operating a
petting farm. During an escorted tour of the animal areas, 17
pygmy/Nigerian dwarf goats and three (3) rabbits were
observed/counted.
Any person operating or intending to operate as a dealer, and/or
exhibitor, except persons who are exempted from the licensing
requirements under paragraph (a)(3) of this section, must have a
valid USDA license as required by the AWA. The owner/manager of
the facility must apply for a license by submitting the required
information/documentation to the USDA-APHIS-AC Regional
Director in Raleigh, North Carolina. In the license application form,
the establishment must provide the information requested,
including a valid mailing address through which the
owner/manager could be reached at all times, and a valid premises
address where animals, animal facilities, equipment, and records
may be inspected for compliance. A packet containing license
application materials and information was provided during the
inspector's first visit on December 19, 2016.

16-H-0001
21-R-0049

62 EDGEWOOD EAST L L C
318 NYU WINTHROP HOSPITAL

17-02320-F_000014

2811 HEBRON AVENUE
259 FIRST STREET

GLASTONBURY
MINEOLA

CT
NY

6033
11501

15-Feb-17 --RESCINDED-16-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION
16-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION

-

2.1 2.1(a)(1)()()
-
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INTERMEDIATE HANDLER RESEARCH FACILITY

U
Y
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The facility arranged for transport of two 3-week old bobcats to an
Oregon facility via airlines. The health certificate for this transport
was signed by the facilities veterinarian on May 19, 2016 and listed
the animals as 3 weeks old. The transport occurred on May 20,
2016. The licensee stated that the animal were 4 weeks old and
their birth date was April 20, 2016 but there is no other
documentation available to corroborate that information. Based on
the health certificate signed by the veterinarian, these animals
were 3 weeks old at the time of transport.

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

16-Feb-17 FOCUSED INSPECTION
16-Feb-17 FOCUSED INSPECTION

2.131 2.131(b)(1)()()
2.131 2.131(b)(1)()()

EXHIBITOR
EXHIBITOR

It has been determined that transporting neonatal (<4 weeks old)
nondomestic cats is not consistent with safe handling and
protecting them from harm. The moving of the enclosure and the
noise of the planes and crowds can cause stress and discomfort.
Because of their limited immunity, their health is at risk if they are
exposed to potential pathogens. Transport at such a young age
could expose them to pathogens that their immune system is not
able to handle.
Correct from this point forward.
N
N
risk of harm to the public with sufficient distance or barriers
between the animal and the general viewing public so as to assure
the safety of animals and the public. A report of an alleged bite
incident was received regarding a child who was bitten by a
juvenile macaque named "Lucy" during a animal encounter session
on Dec. 21, 2016. The report of the injury was confirmed by an
FWC investigation. The licensee seemed to dispute that there was
an injury. The facility described how these encounters are done:
The monkey has a harness and leash and while visitors are seated
at a table the monkey is allowed to go up and touch them and the
visitors are instructed on how to touch and interact with the
monkeys. When asked what happens if a monkey becomes
aggressive they stated that their animals are not at all aggressive
but they can call them back away from the visitors. When asked is
there was anything in place that would prevent a monkey from
scratching or biting a visitor, no explanation was provided.
Macaque monkeys are known to be potential asymptomatic
carriers of B virus, a virus that can potentially be fatal to humans. It
can be transmitted by bite or scratch. Recommendations for
exposure to a macaque bite or scratch often includes the use of
antivirals which can sometimes have unpleasant side effects. The
owner stated that she is aware of this disease but disputes that it is
a risk. They routinely use macaques in their encounter episodes.
Other diseases that might be of concern with such close contact
with wild or exotic animal, such as rabies, could also potentially
result in that animal being euthanized in order to test it.

34-B-0222
32-T-0005

18030 KOWALSKI PET COMPANY
18681 CHAUTAUQUA AIRLINES

6701 SOUTH DIVISION AVE
8909 PURDUE RD STE 300

GRAND RAPIDS
INDIANAPOLIS

MI
IN

49548
46268

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)
17-02320-F_000017

16-Feb-17
16-Feb-17
16-Feb-17
16-Feb-17

FOCUSED INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION

-

2.131 2.131(c)(1)()()
-

EXHIBITOR
DEALER
CARRIER
EXHIBITOR

-

N
Y
Y
N

16-Feb-17 ATTEMPTED INSPECTION

-

-

BREEDER

-

N

16-Feb-17
16-Feb-17
16-Feb-17
16-Feb-17

-

-

EXHIBITOR
BREEDER
BREEDER
BREEDER

-

N
N
N
N

ROUTINE INSPECTION
ATTEMPTED INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION

Certificate
51-R-0082
32-T-0007
86-R-0036

Customer
33766
34228
34846

Legal Name
BIO RELIANCE CORPORATION
SHUTTLE AMERICA
MESA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Address
14920 BROSCHART ROAD
8909 PURDUE RD STE 300
1833 WEST SOUTHERN AVE.

City
ROCKVILLE
INDIANAPOLIS
MESA

State
MD
IN
AZ

Zip

20850
46268
85202

InspectionDate
16-Feb-17
16-Feb-17
16-Feb-17
16-Feb-17

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

InspectionType
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION
ROUTINE INSPECTION

SectionCode
3.1

NCI Violation
3.1(c)(3)()()

Customer Type
RESEARCH FACILITY
CARRIER
RESEARCH FACILITY
BREEDER

NCI Narrative
-

PostFlag
Y
Y
Y
N

* Nine enclosures, housing 11 adult dogs, have plastic dog doors
with plastic dog inserts. These doors, door inserts and some of the
area around the door inserts had an accumulation of brown grime
or debris on their surfaces. This indicates that daily spot-cleaning is
not taking place. As a result, this can increase the disease hazards
for the dogs.
In the prevention of an accumulation of brown grime or debris, all
surfaces must be spot-cleaned daily and sanitized as necessary.
This will decrease the disease hazards for the animals.
To be corrected by, 22-February-2017.
16-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION
16-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION

3.1 3.1(c)(3)()()
3.1 3.1(c)(2)()()

BREEDER
BREEDER

N
N
* Six enclosures, housing eight adult dogs, had plastic door inserts
with plastic sliders fasten to the sides. These sliders and some of
the inserts along the bottom are excessively chewed and scratched.
There was an accumulation of brown grime in these chewed or
scratched areas. These chewed or scratched areas prevent
required cleaning and sanitization. This could increase the disease
potential for the animals.
For required cleaning and sanitization, all surfaces must be
maintained and kept in good repair. Thus, this will decrease the
disease potential for the animals.
To be corrected by, 17-March-2017.

16-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION
16-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION

17-02320-F_000018

3.1 3.1(c)(2)()()
2.4 2.40(b)(2)()()

BREEDER
BREEDER

-

N
N
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Customer

Legal Name

(b) (6), (b) (7)(C)

17-02320-F_000022

Address

City

State

Zip

InspectionDate
InspectionType
17-Feb-17 ROUTINE INSPECTION

SectionCode
-

NCI Violation
-

Customer Type
EXHIBITOR

NCI Narrative
-

PostFlag
N

